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It gives me great pleasure to present to you the culmination of the hard
work undertaken by the first cohort of our Bachelor of Arts in Fashion
Design in collaboration with ELIE SAAB and London College of Fashion in this exciting catalogue. Fashion is a discipline that can be used to
drive change, and our program is designed to turn our graduates into actual trendsetters. They are taught to become designers with a unique vision
centered on their own approaches to fashion, but with emphasis on socially
responsible, human-centered, and sustainable practice.
Indeed, our collaborative program provides an education not only in design, but also in the business plans that allow these designs to be manufactured. Our goal, which I am thrilled to say we have reached, is to prepare young talents to enter the competitive marketplace, with a focus on
inventiveness. Our ultimate goal, which our graduates will lead, is to draw
attention to the fashion industry, as it has the ability to promote economic
growth, create jobs and boost exports, as well as retain Lebanese talent
within the country.
Modeled on the best fashion design programs offered at leading universities worldwide, we offer the region’s students an education of the highest possible international standards without having to travel too far from
home.
We are honored to have partnered with two internationally recognized
fashion industry leaders. Their expertise has provided our students with
an even stronger academic degree in fashion design in line with international practices. The combination of the openness of a university and the
luxuriousness of a brand like ELIE SAAB is one of the many things that
make this course unique, as does the strong ethos of LCF for academic
achievement that mirrors that of LAU.
Our faculty strive continuously to motivate their students to create their
own identity and present their own vision—an issue that is greatly stimulated by LAU’s diverse academic offerings. As such, fashion stands at the
core of our liberal arts tradition. What we envisioned four years ago has
materialized today. As you turn the pages you will discover that our students make the strong statement that more than just the clothes you wear,
fashion is academic, ethical, political, social and art.

Joseph G. Jabbra | Ph.D.
President
Lebanese American University
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I have always dreamt of giving back to my country, sharing my experience
and knowledge with the overflowing pool of young talent that is just waiting to burst into life. But for the last 15 years, the difficulty has been to set
up a structured platform where students can study, learn and perfect the
right skills they need to attain degrees of international standards.
And as I write this, I am filled with pride and joy as I come to realize that
this dream of mine has finally become a reality. Thanks to President Jabbra, with whom I share the same belief and passion, this program was able
to see the light. It is without a doubt his limitless energy and wholehearted investment of self that have helped bring LAU and London College of
Fashion together. This program, which only seems to be growing in potential, sees more and more students enrolling, and may be the place where we
see the talents of tomorrow’s global fashion industry flourish.
So, dear students, after four years you have studied what needed to be studied. You have learned what you like, what you do best, and what you believe
you could excel at. But this is just the beginning.
I remember the first time you all walked into my atelier and asked a million
questions. Well, you will have a million more the moment you walk out
into the real world.
Never forget that the fashion industry is a tough, ruthless, competitive and
complex world. And in order to find your place, you must learn to challenge yourselves. Truly understand what fulfils you, but also what the market needs. Try to plan ahead, find your own personal signatures and what
differentiates you from the rest. Do not let yourselves get stuck in what you
already know.
Your degree is a precious tool that will allow you to see beyond just fashion
design. Take the time to explore the many other career paths that support
and complete it. And do see the unlimited possibilities that are now at your
fingertips … because every one of you can and will find a place in this industry, as long as you plan it, believe in it, work hard for it and stay true to
yourselves.

Elie Saab
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As we congratulate the First graduates from our trailblazing B.A. program
in Fashion Design, I would like to thank the Lebanese American University and Elie Saab for this unique collaboration which has enabled us to
co-create a relevant and innovative curriculum that is embedded in the
cultural landscape of Beirut and the Middle East. The program has encouraged these fearless young designers to challenge the status quo and
find complex ways to respond to a rapidly changing world.
Here at London College of Fashion, University of the Arts London, our
values are embedded in our ethos of Better Lives, which describes how
fashion, as a discipline, can be utilised to drive change, build a sustainable
future and improve the way we live. We have championed these principles
for over 10 years, taking on initiatives and collaborations that reflect our
deeply held view that fashion can be a catalyst for change. Our partnership
with the Lebanese American University and Elie Saab embodies this ethos
and proves how much can be gained through collaboration. The high standard of the work shown within these pages is not only an inspiration for
us here in London, but also for fashion in Lebanon and the Middle East.
I would like to congratulate everyone who has helped these talented students develop their creative voice. And to the First cohort of graduates—
you should be very proud of what you have accomplished. We look forward
to following your journey into the fashion industry, which you will help to
challenge, provoke and shape.

Professor Frances Corner OBE
Head of London College of Fashion
Pro Vice-Chancellor
University of the Arts London
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First, I would like to thank LAU President Joseph G. Jabbra and Dr. Elie
Haddad, Dean of SArD, for their constant support in the development of the
Fashion Design program. I would like to equally thank Mr. Elie Saab and
London College of Fashion for their valuable mentorship of the program.
It has been a great journey witnessing the 17 young and talented women
who joined LAU’s fashion program in 2013 turn into emerging designers
today. While raising the creative bar for the Beirut fashion sector, the
breadth of work shown in this catalogue positions the fashion program at
LAU as a leading program in the region. The collections have been evaluated by the internationally acclaimed Lebanese fashion designer Elie
Saab and Douglas MacLennan, who has been teaching fashion design
for the last four decades in the UK while directing international development projects.
Since its inception, under the supervision of Jason Steel, a vibrant team
of educators have trained the first generation of LAU fashion designers
in acquiring a critical understanding of the social, economic and cultural
factors influencing fashion. With an emphasis on self-discovery and employing creative problem-solving strategies, the students were encouraged
to create complex, sustainable and responsible fashion for a fast-evolving
market. The program established a number of collaborative projects with
industry and with local artisans in the production of garments.
Our first runway show is taking place at the Abroyan factory, an abandoned clothing factory layered with historical and social significance. With
its large halls and high ceilings, this magical space is the perfect venue for
understanding some of the important values underpinning fashion in our
culture, and an ideal location for the first 17 designers to showcase their
collections.
I hope the 17 emerging designers will be a source of inspiration to the
younger designers at LAU and beyond by forging new paths in fashion
practices.
I wish them all the success in pursuing their careers as innovative designers, and special thanks to all of the faculty and critics whose valuable input
in the design process and production of this event was imperative.

Yasmine Nachabe Taan | Ph.D.
Chair | Department of Art & Design
School of Architecture & Design
ytaan@lau.edu.lb
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The refugee crisis, the fluid political situation, representations of women as wallpaper, gender, the struggle for identity: these are but a few of
the complex narratives explored by designers on the program. We do not
necessarily create fashion, rather we explore what it means to be human
through the prism of fashion practice. Pioneers are not forged by following the prevailing trends but by believing in the truth of their unique
perspectives. Through this, we have menswear, sportswear, tailoring and
complex textile sampling within the program—we also laugh a lot.
Whilst I admire the fashion sector in beautiful Beirut, I cannot in good
conscience allow young designers to blindly follow this aesthetic. Regeneration happens when the status quo is challenged. This program has
taken time and dedication to establish and I am lucky to work with a
team who are striving for excellence and who believe in this vision. Without these colleagues and friends it would be impossible. It was they, and
the designers, who continue to flesh out a framework that began as a
single question back in 2013:
In what way can this fashion program regenerate a sector hit by much
adversity?
This was never about fashion but rather people. These graduating designers have gone beyond any and all expectations in establishing new
working methods, artisanal production and commitment to craft. It is
with much love, and sadness, that I must now release them into the world
as Pioneers of a new spirit.

Ya3tikon el 3afye.

Jason Steel | MA (RCA)
Assistant Professor
Program Coordinator | Fashion Design Program
Department of Art & Design
School of Architecture & Design
jason.steel@lau.edu.lb
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DANA AG AL

BASKETS

CHRISTIE DAWLI

dana.agal@hotmail.com

An embodiment of psychological disorders, capturing the
controlled chaos of a being’s inner workings. Simply reflecting
a human’s complexity without an apology.

dawli.christie@gmail.com
www.christiedawli.com

Art Direction & Photography: Dana Agal
Model: Nour Sidani

12 - 15

K AREN BOU ALWAN
karen.boualwan@gmail.com
ELIE SAAB Award for Excellence
& Craftsmanship, 2016

Winner of Ultimaker Education
Challenge for 3D Printing, 2016
(in collaboration with Jason Steel)

VRYHEID
Vryheid goes way beyond simplistic fashion; it provides a
lifestyle, a projection of one’s daring self. It explores darkness,
merging poetic designs based on culture with high-quality
craftsmanship and creativity. It illustrates modern yet historyinspired clothing using a single color: black. African tribal body
art as a form of ultimate freedom and self-expression clashes
with human branding to create Vryheid.

DIE VERWANDLUNG
According to Jacques Lacan, the unconscious is not a primitive
part of the mind separate from the conscious, linguistic ego.
Rather, it is a formation as complex and structurally sophisticated
as consciousness itself. This makes it psychologically menacing!
We must release our repressed thoughts caged by the unconscious.
This collection will aim to do so through metamorphosis:
remodeling, restyling, transforming, or mutating. Techniques of
the future alongside the traditional are used to create sophisticated
and complex designs. To counterbalance the structured pieces,
effortless, sexy, and feminine garments make the collection easy
to wear. 3D-printed fabrics, intricate laser cutting, and advanced
pleating create a vision of force and elegance.
Art Direction & Photography: Christie Dawli
Model: Magali Assaf

24 - 27

Art Direction & Photography: Karen Bou Alwan
Model: Dany Bou Alwan

YASSMIN EL SALEH

THE DANCE OF THE PSYCHE

16 - 19

yassmines@hotmail.com
www.yassminelsaleh.com

"ID in my blood.
SUPEREGO in my soul.
Heart is bone of contention.
Both want to control.

ELIE SAAB Internship Award, 2015

NOUR DAHER
nourdaher02@gmail.com

While both are in fight.
EGO plays smart.
Balances one with other;
And rules my Heart."
–Md. Asadullah

RELICS
The inspiring life of Lee Miller, the model, photographer and war
correspondent, triggered a search into old family photographs,
stained letters and enshrined memory boxes to put in a locket the
surviving remains of the spent days. Reminiscing over old scenes
of Beirut, the collection translates the vintage feel of the past into
fresh and sophisticated looks focusing on innovative textiles and
modern silhouettes.

A balance of opposing facets, feeding on the controversial, the
authentic, and the conceptual; this collection embodies the fight
between the ID and the SUPEREGO. The Dance of the Psyche
immerses you in the human mindset by translating the intangible
through craftsmanship and fabric manipulation. The journey
eludes the mundane by transcending what is within.

Art Direction & Photography: Nour Daher
Model: Nour Achkar

Art Direction: Yassmin El Saleh
Photography: Gaelle Azzam & François Monarcha
Model: Nour Sidani

20 - 23

28 - 31

JOYA HADDAD
haddad.joya@gmail.com
www.joyahaddad.com

BLOOD ORCHID
A collision between sportswear and luxury, this collection
is inspired by skateboarders’ lifestyles. It is about creating
an effortless style using curious boyish silhouettes while
keeping within the elegance of delicate hand embroidery.
The bleeding orchid is a symbolic armor that portrays the
enclosed power of sensuality. Arising with a new vision of
femininity, Blood Orchid describes the contradictory feeling
of an invincible woman.
Art Direction: Joya Haddad
Photography: Myriam Boulos
Model: Lynn Jabra

32 - 35
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BAYAN HAL AWI
bayanhalawi@gmail.com

PASSAGE
This collection is about the passage from life to death. It
explores the tension between restriction and unfairness in life
and freedom in death. The collection presents the progress
of humans into ghosts, becoming free beings. While in life
they did not have closure, now in death they are able to do
whatever they want without the control and boundaries of
life. The design process is about the interpretation of this
progress into creative silhouettes and structures.

DESIGNERS’ STATEMENTS

SAR A K AYYAL
sarakayyal@gmail.com

GOBI DESERT
This collection was inspired by a journalist’s journey to
Mongolia. He spent three months living among the people
and carefully learning their living habits. Discovering his
experience inspired me to dig deeper into Mongolian culture.
Motivated by the research I gathered, I developed layered
garments, rich colors, oversized silhouettes, and chunky knits
as the main aspects of this collection.
Art Direction & Photography: Sara Kayyal
Model: Joy Ghosn

Art Direction: Bayan Halawi
Photography: Mehmet Seyit
Model: Nour Khodr

48 - 51

36 - 39

NADINE K ASSEM
nadinemkassem@gmail.com
www.nadinekassem.com

OLYMPICS: LEBANON X TOKYO 2020
This collection consists of functional performance wear
for Lebanese athletes who hope to participate in the
Olympic Games in Tokyo 2020. From professional athletes
to individuals with a passion for physical recreation, this
collection will provide a wide range of clothing specific to a
variety of sports. It will fill a gap in the Lebanese sports and
fashion industry by embracing strength and diversity. It also
has the exceptional capacity to help athletes and non-athletes
find their true strengths and excel in the sport that they
practice.

L AYAL K A ZMA
layalkazma@gmail.com
www.layalkazma.com

UNORTHODOX
The brutality of the world: It comes, it goes. It is mine and
yours. What is my purpose on this ground full of pores?
Break us down into our true raw components. Tell us what
we’re made of. Separate us into compartments. You shall be
here and you shall be there. Where am I? The confusion is all
a part of it. It’s real, it’s raw, it’s hidden. It’s sad and dark, yet
sweet. This is me, Unorthodox. I am brutal and sharp, but as
smooth as a harp. Concrete is my heart, though black is not
my blood.
Art Direction & Photography: Layal Kazma
Model: Nurah Hakim

Art Direction & Photography: Nadine Kassem
Models: Nizar Kaawache (weightlifting),
Rachid Idriss (track) & Katya Rajeh (track)

52 - 55

40 - 43

HIBA K AWOUKJI
hiba.elkawoukji@gmail.com

DAY TO NIGHT: WHERE TO NEXT?
As a ready-to-wear womenswear designer and dancer, I
explore energy, movement and the relationship between body
and garment. This collection is a combination of the attitude
of the 80s—high-hipped bodysuits, pops of color, dance
studios—and today’s fast-paced rhythm. From the studio to
the coffee shop, from work to the gym, then out with friends
for the evening, my customer is always on the go. I focus on
textiles, effortless structure and multi-functionality. Pieces
layer easily or quickly change from day to evening with a zip.
This provides easy, effortless sophistication for a woman who
is always on the move.
Art Direction: Hiba Kawoukji
Photography: Antoine G. Baaklini
Model: Tracy Fakhoury

44 - 47

CARL A KHOURY

THE INNER ROADS

carlazkhoury@hotmail.com

“A place is never a place by itself. Place is a part of who we are.
Somehow, without realizing it we carry it within us and, one
day by chance, we arrive there.” –Antonio Tabucchi
Life is a journey of discovery, a pile of "choices"; you always
ignore the consequences of your decisions, as you cannot
predict your fate. Your travels yesterday make of you who
you are today. The steps you took, the choices you made, the
experiences you had, although lost with time, and the path
you choose, although insecure, will shape your present, a
moment that is now already behind. Perception becomes an
infinite reflection of time on space, to draw your dreamed-of
city, which is "nothing but a zodiac of the mind’s phantasms".
(Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities).
Art Direction & Photography: Carla Khoury

56 - 59
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DANIA MAHDI
closerfoundation@gmail.com
www.closerfoundation.com

GENTLY DOWN THE STREAM
This is a collection that represents the terrifying journey
of Syrian refugees fleeing their country by boat. For this
collection, war and politics are kept at bay. The garments
signify the force of the water and its process of taking over
the body, representing what they all fear most: drowning. The
paradoxical notions of silhouette and decaying textiles break
the traditions of classical garments and push the boundaries
of what we know as “tailored”.

DESIGNERS’ STATEMENTS

R ANDA SABBAH
rsabbah21@gmail.com

Art Direction: Dania Mahdi
Photography: Sarah Jabri
Model: Mustafa Ali

60 - 63

ALIA MAL ASS
aliaimalass@hotmail.com
www.aliamalass.com

Art Direction & Photography: Alia Malass
Model: Nur Oueida

64 - 67

NATHALIE SA AD

GETAWAY WINDOW
This represents the escape from reality through surrealism.

saadnathalie95@hotmail.com

It is a collection that expresses mixed emotions of dark rigid
moments and fantasy. A collection that portrays contradiction
and paradox. The pressure, danger, constant surveillance and
state of warning of reality is converted into a parallel reality—
a carefree, peaceful, utopia kind of world. This contradiction
is expressed through the use of rigid fabrics, belts, knots,
iron wires tangled with colors, organic shapes and Dada
inspiration. It is a collection that invites the viewer to let go of
all worries and travel through every piece.

Focusing on the concept of individuality with a touch of
eccentricity, this collection explores the obscure background
stories and distinctive characteristics of six special guests at
the Mad Hatter’s tea party located down the rabbit hole. The
different layers of each character’s personality and unique
"madness" is uncovered. This transparency is represented
through the use of sheer fabrics along with the process of
deconstructing contemporary yet unconventional tailored
pieces. The collection’s chic designs integrate traditional
menswear tailoring techniques while also accentuating a
woman’s body in flattering silhouettes, allowing the designs
to fit varied individual personalities and forms. These designs
allow for a unique expression of self, fit for the confident
woman preserving her unique identity, unswayed by the world
she lives in.
Art Direction: Randa Sabbah
Photography: Ibrahim Al-Zaben
Model: Randa Sabbah

SPELLBOUND
She fell for his charms, his words, the power he exuded, but
he was too mysterious, too dark and too dangerous. So what
was it that made such a clever, independent and smart young
woman dive so deep into the unknown when she was known
to be so guarded? It was the demon that was him. The one
who helps him catch his prey with black magic in order to be
praised. And while she ran for her life as far as she could, he
couldn’t handle not possessing her and so he cast a spell on
her so that each time a man laid eyes on her, he would see a
monster instead of that beautiful face of hers. But she was too
strong to let that defeat her.

A MAD HATTER’S TEA PARTY

72 - 75

R AFAH SEOUD
seoudrafah@gmail.com

DROP OUT
Turn On, Tune In, Drop Out—words hummed in the 1960s
as young people turned away from corporate conformity and
decided they wanted more out of life than being an adequate
fog cog in a big machine. Fifty years later, Dr Timothy
Leary's words still resonate in corporate halls. DROP OUT
is a collection that combines the 1960s cyber culture and
counterculture to illustrate a much-needed Psychedelic
Journey at the office among today's brainwashed youth;
aiming to expand their consciousness, open their eyes to
reality, and eventually be able to Drop Out of the corrupted
system.
Art Direction: Rafah Seoud
Photography: Yassmin El Saleh
Model: Bahjat Ghazzal

76 - 79

Art Direction & Photography: Nathalie Saad
Model: Carine Merheb

68 - 71
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The ELIE SA AB Awards
ELIE SAAB awards an internship each year to one
second-year student selected by jury.
The 2015 award went to Yassmin El Saleh who spent
three months working within the atelier.
Third-year student Karen Bou Alwan was awarded a
travel scholarship for excellence and craftsmanship.
She travelled to Paris in Spring 2016 to attend an
ELIE SAAB runway presentation.
The Prix du Jury prize is announced at the Graduate
Fashion Show. This will be for all round vision and
commitment to the discipline.

Atelier ELIE SA AB
Each year, students undertake an atelier visit to ELIE
SAAB to see the backstage operations within a globally
recognized haute couture atelier.
After the tour, students have the opportunity to meet
the designer behind the brand and find out firsthand
what it takes to oversee a brand that is the epitome of
glamour and refinement.
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SELECTED

WORKSHOPS

INTRODUCTION TO G ARMENT REALIZ ATION

MARKE TING THE DREAM: CREATIVE APPROACHES TO
FASHION BUSINESS Part I

DREAMING THE REALIT Y: THE BUSINESS OF FASHION
Part II

STRUCT URE / DE-STRUCT URE:
TAILORING & SP ORTSWEAR

Sarah Thelwall
Fall 2016

Sarah Thelwall
Spring 2017

Kiran Gobin
Fall 2015 & 2016

This introductory workshop explores the link between design, creative
pattern cutting and garment resolution. Rather than compartmentalizing
these disciplines, this program aims to explore the creative continuum of
integrated fashion practice. Students develop 3D outcomes on a mannequin as a starting point. This way, every student has the opportunity to
develop his/her own unique working methods. Claudine Rousseau is Programme Director for Product, BA (Hons) Sportswear, at London College
of Fashion.

This two-part program supports the entrepreneurship modules as part of
the final year introduction to business practice. This dynamic program has
been specially created for the Lebanese market using the best of international methods. Sarah Thelwall is a strategist and consultant in the creative industries and founder of MyCake.org, an online financial management tool.
She regularly works with creative entrepreneurs in the UK and internationally to apply their creativity to building and operating a business.

Sarah Thelwall is a global expert in the development of sustainable businesses in the Creative Industries. She is based in London but has been working with the British Council, LAU: Beirut Design Week, NoBrand, AltCity
and other partners in Beirut since 2011.

This workshop introduces students to both tailoring and sportswear design
and aesthetics. Kiran works with students to ensure that the highest production standards become part of working practice. Central to the process is
experimentation and the ability to generate ideas whilst working with 3D as
well as producing resolved patterns.

CREATIVE CU T TING IN MOTION:
BIAS AND SPIR AL DR APING

BR ANDING: HARNESSING THE P OWER OF
VISUAL IDENTIT Y

ST UDIO SAFAR FASHION BR ANDING WORKSHOP

SURFACE DESIGN FOR FASHION:
DE VELOPING TE XTILE PROCESSES

Caroline Simonelli
Summer 2014 and 2015

Yoanna Finaud
Spring 2016

Studio Safar
Spring 2015 & 2016

Suyin Tsang
Fall 2015 and 2016

Renowned Parsons Professor, Caroline Simonelli, introduced the dynamic techniques of bias and spiral cutting. Simonelli pioneered and built on
these techniques in her highly successful career as a designer and academic; they have become staples within the practice of the hundreds of designers she has taught.

This studio allowed designers to explore branding and visual identity as part
of an emerging design philosophy. Get the message wrong and the brand
may fail. Designers therefore had the opportunity to experience graphic design, visual merchandising and social media, all necessary for success and
growth in a saturated industry.

This two-day workshop introduced the basics of branding to fashion design
students. An overview of branding principles and case studies were presented alongside working sessions in which the students created their own
streetwear visual identity.

This three-day workshop is both introductory and transformative for second year students who have the chance to explore surface design with an
expert in the field. A number of students from the previous year completely
changed their working methods after this intensive program.

Studio Safar is a Beirut-based design and art direction agency headed
by creative directors Maya Moumne and Hatem Imam.

Suyin Tsang specialized in Textile Design at a post-graduate level at the
Ecole Nationale des Arts Décoratifs, Paris. She has years of experience
as an independent designer working with companies in Paris and Milan,
among others.

Claudine Rousseau
LCF Yearly Workshop
Summer 2014, 2015 and 2016

Yoanna Finaud is a merchandising designer at KENZO, Paris.

CREATIVE PAT TERN CU T TING FOR STREE T WEAR
Simeon Morris
Spring 2016
This experimental pattern cutting workshop explored creative ways in which
dynamic silhouettes can be developed for fashion outcomes. Pattern cutting
is thought of as complex and difficult. This is not the case. Pattern cutting is
creativity in motion.
Simeon Morris is a British born, Dutch educated designer and expert pattern cutter. He is currently based in the Netherlands and also teaches at Norwich University of the Arts, UK.

Kiran Gobin is a designer and creative pattern cutter based in the UK. He
is lecturer in Fashion Design at Middlesex University and co-author of Construction for Fashion Design.

CONTEMP OR ARY FASHION ILLUSTR ATION:
REPRESENTING THE UN/REALIT Y OF NOW
Martha Zmpounou
Summer 2016
This intensive course explored ways that young designers can generate and
communicate new and vibrant ideas without getting weighed down by technicalities of fabrics, finishes and exact details. Fashion is about the new and
unexpected and through technique, use of media and intuitive approaches,
designers further built on their practice and unique identities.
Martha Zmpounou is a visual artist and lecturer at the London College
of Fashion, UK.

LECT URES & SYMP OSIA

MARKE TING IDENTIT Y: FASHION AND
THE COMMODIFICATION OF REGION,
RELIGION, AND E THNICIT Y
Reina Lewis
March 15, 2017

FASHIONING DR AWING, DR AWING
FASHION
Martha Zmpounou
June 29, 2016

SYMP OSIUM: FASHION, DESIGN,
IDENTIT Y
May 26, 2016 as part of Beirut Design Week

LECT URES & SYMP OSIA

Reina Lewis is Artscom Centenary Professor of Cultural Studies at London College of
Fashion, University of the Arts London. She is one of the UK’s leading authorities in
modest and faith-based fashion and dress, and has most recently published Muslim
Fashion: Contemporary Style Cultures (2015).

Zmpounou is a visual artist and lecturer at the London College of Fashion, UK. She presented her art and illustration, as well as work created by her students over the last three
years. The presentation touched upon the practice of drawing and illustration at LCF and
in the fashion world, its importance for designers, the diversity of styles and techniques,
and the symbiotic relationship between fashion and fashion illustration.

The first panel “Fashion Mediation” discussed the cultural translation of fashion and
dress identities within and beyond the region. Led by Dr. Yasmine Taan, speakers included Ritu Upadhyay, Middle East correspondent at Women’s Wear Daily; Johnny
Farah, designer & founder of his eponymous leather goods company; and Sarah Beydoun, founder & creative director of social enterprise Sarah’s Bags. The second panel,
“Faith and Fashion”, discussed fashion politics, and religious and regional taste cultures
on the international market. Led by Dr. Reina Lewis, professor of Cultural Studies at
LCF, speakers included Cynthia Chamat, creative director at Urban Sense and owner of
Boutique Hub; Shelina Janmohamed, vice president of Ogilvy Noor and author of Generation M: Young Muslims Changing the World; and Kendall Robbins, regional expert
and fashion program manager, British Council UK.

MONA HATOUM, speaking at “Fostering Creativity and Design Thinking”, Beirut Design Week Talks | 2014

FASHIONING A NE W AESTHE TIC
Simeon Morris
February 18, 2016

Morris, a pattern cutting expert, explored the meaning of fashion identity within his experimental practice. In a world saturated with mass-market production standards, Morris sees the prevailing shift moving toward bespoke and the unique. Craftsmanship, heritage and a ‘state-of-grace’ drive his fascination with the human form. Morris has worked
with leading British companies including Alexander McQueen, Hussein Chalayan, Roland Mouret and Clements Ribeiro. He has a master’s degree from ArtEZ School of Fine
Art in the Netherlands.

FOSTERING CREATIVIT Y AND DESIGN
THINKING

Good design involves craft, effective strategies, and visibility. The four speakers addressed various facets of the creative industry through their personal experiences.

Hilary Alexander, Mona Hatoum, Esen Karol
and Caroline Simonelli

Hilary Alexander is a British journalist and former fashion director of The Daily
Telegraph. She is editor-at-large for Hello! fashion monthly and freelances as a stylist
and broadcaster. She was twice named Journalist of the Year at the British Fashion
Awards.

June 12, 2014 as part of Beirut Design Week
FASHION TALKS: KE VIN KR AMP,
STEFAN SIEGEL and BONG GUERRERO
June 4, 2015 as part of Beirut Design Week

Kevin Kramp: “From Alleyway to Runway: Innovation in Fashion Knitwear”
Kramp is an internationally recognized and award-winning knitwear designer. His work
has been featured in international fashion publications and exhibitions around the world.
Kramp has a B.A. in Visual Art and Italian Studies from Brown University and a second
bachelor’s honours degree in Fashion Design with Knitwear from Central St. Martins.
Kramp has been featured in Vogue Italia’s 3rd Annual “New Talents” edition and selected
for Antwerp’s Mode Museum fashion knitwear exhibition “Unravel.” He presented the
process of designing innovative fashion knitwear: from initial inspiration and research, to
sketching, designing, machine swatching, and photographing final garments.

Esen Karol received her master’s degree in communications design from Pratt Institute, NY, where she studied with a Fulbright scholarship. She has participated in several international exhibitions and design events. Currently she works in her “one-person” design studio “Esen Karol Design Ltd.” in Istanbul.
Mona Hatoum is a highly acclaimed international artist. She was born in Beirut into
a Palestinian family and now lives and works in London. She has participated in several important exhibitions including the Turner Prize, the Venice Biennale, and Documenta XI. Solo exhibitions include Centre Pompidou, Tate Britain, and Hamburger
Kunsthalle among many others.

Stefan Siegel: “A Seminar on Creative Entrepreneurship”
Stefan Siegal is founder and CEO of Not Just a Label. NJAL is the leading global platform for emerging fashion designers and ranks among the most respected websites in the
fashion industry. As the world’s leading designer platform for showcasing and nurturing
today’s pioneers in contemporary fashion, it represents more than 15,000 designers from
100 countries. His talk centered on the story of NJAL, a start-up that launched in 2008
and took the fashion world by storm. Siegel also highlighted the development of the company, as well as the future environment creative entrepreneurs will be facing.
Bong Guerrero: “Taking Fashion Forward in the Middle East”
Founder and CEO of Fashion Forward (FFWD), Bong has been at the forefront of the
fashion and events landscape in Dubai and the Middle East for more than 25 years. Bong
launched FFWD as the region’s definitive fashion platform in 2013. The bi-annual event
offers couture and ready-to-wear designers in the Middle East a unifying platform upon
which to showcase their collections, with a diverse program of panels, presentations and
industry networking events.

Caroline Simonelli is a Lebanese-American designer who teaches fashion design at
Parsons School of Design, NY. Before teaching, Simonelli had more than 50 years
experience as a womenswear fashion designer in New York City. With Sarah Hermez,
Caroline co-founded Creative Space Beirut, a free school for fashion design.

UNE LIBANAISE A PARIS: FASHION &
ST YLE ASYMME TRY
Samar Seraqui de Buttafoco
December 17, 2015

Samar Seraqui de Buttafoco studied journalism and international affairs before
founding her blog ULAP: Style Traveller. She discussed her trajectory from working
as an international affairs journalist for television to online fashion ambassador, exploring the rich storytelling potential she found in fashion and style.
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INTERNSHIPS

JURORS

Internships give young designers the opportunity to engage
firsthand with practitioners in the creative industries. Students
have completed internships at the following fashion-related studios
and ateliers:

Juries are an integral part of the program and an opportunity for
designers to explain and defend their rationales. Special thanks to
the following individuals who served as Fashion Design program
jurors:

RONALD ABDAL A Fashion Designer and Founder, House of Ronald |
LINA ABIR AFEH Direc tor, Institute for Women's Studies in the Arab
World at L AU | SILIA ABOU ARBID Direc tor of Foundation Program,
L AU SArD | ROSY ABOUROUS Jewelr y Designer & Founder, Rosa Maria
Concept Store | NABIL AL HOUSSAMI CEO, PIAFF Boutique | HANI
ASFOUR Architec t & Founding Par tner, Polypod and Adjunc t Facult y
at L AU SArD | MEDEA A ZOURI Editor-in-Chief, NOUN magazine |
ADAM LIPPES New York | ALBEC BUNSEN Barcelona | ALL THINGS

DIMA BOUL AD Graphic & Motion Designer | VIRNA CHAK ARDEMIAN

MOCHI Dubai | AMONGST FE W Dubai | ANNE SOFIE MADSEN

Cre ative Direc tor, Yeprem | EDG ARD CHAYA Founder, BlattChaya |

Copenhagen | AYA FAYAD Dubai | A Z AR BOU CHMOUNY Beirut |

CALINE CHAYA BlattChaya | K AREN CHLEL A Senior Digital Marketing

A Z ZI & OSTA Beirut | BIRD ON A WIRE Beirut | CAMIEL FORTGENS

Specialist, Azadea | K ARMA DABAGHI Architec t & Produc t Designer

Amsterdam | ESP OSA Beirut | ELIE SA AB Beirut | FASHION
FORWARD Dubai | FAUSTINE STEINME T Z London | FFIXXED
ST UDIOS Hong Kong | FIR AS ABOU HAMDAN Beirut | GEORGES
CHAKR A Beirut | GEORGES HOBEIK A Beirut | INA ASH Beirut |
L AR A KHOURY Beirut | LÉO Antwerp |

MAIK A Beirut | MARIA

GR ACHVOGEL London | MARY K ATR ANT ZOU London | MILIA M

and Visiting Assistant Professor at L AU SArD | NADA DEBS Furniture
Designer | DIANE FERJANE Fashion Designer | ZIAD GHANEM
Fashion Designer | CHARLES HADDAD CEO, Rosa Maria Concept
Store

| ELIAS HADDAD Founder, Boshies Design | TAL A HA JJAR

Co-founder, Starch Foundation | MOUNA HAR ATI Editor-in-Chief,
Az yaa Mode | YOUSSEF HELOU Architec t and Par t-Time Facult y
at L AU SArD | RYAN HOUSSARI Creative Direc tor, Candy fornia

Beirut | MIR A HAYEK Beirut | MIREILLE DAGHER Beirut | MISSAK

Studio | HATEM IMAM Co-founder, Studio Safar | AMINE JREISSATI

HA JIAVEDIKIAN Beirut | R ABIH K AYROUZ Beirut | SAR A MELKI

St ylist, NOUN magazine | CHERINE KHADR A

Beirut | SIMEON MORRIS Amsterdam | ST UDIO SAFAR Beirut |

| MANAL KHATER Regional Strateg y Direc tor, Leo Burnett MENA

THREEASFOUR New York | TONY WARD Beirut | WINDOWSWEAR

| DOUGL AS MACLENNAN Design School Direc tor of International

New York | ZUHAIR MUR AD Beirut

Development, Nor thumbria Universit y | JONY MAT TA St ylist |

Founder, L’Atelier.C

SAR AH MELKI Fashion Designer | MANDY MERHEB Head of Fashion
& Be aut y, Jamalouki magazine | MAYA MROUEH Founder & He ad
Buyer, Les Petits Parisiens & Bensimon Liban | R AYYA MORCOS
Fashion Designer & Founder, Bird on a Wire | MAYA MOUMNE Cofounder, Studio Safar | SELIM MOUZ ANNAR Jewelr y Designer | ALIA
MOUZ ANNAR Jewelr y Designer | MONA MR AD Assistant Professor
of Marketing at L AU | HAL A NAHAS Architec t & Co-founder, SIN
sarabki nahas | CYRILLE NA JJAR Founder of White sur White and
Adjunc t Facult y at L AU SArD | L AR A SA AB Administrative Manager,
Ashkal Alwan | YESR SA AB Luxur y Fashion Marketing Consultant |
R AFIF SAFADI Communications Manager MENA, ELIE SA AB | YASMINE
SAKR Founder & Cre ative Direc tor, THE FARM | SAMAR SER AQUI
DE BU T TAFOCO Fashion Blogger & Founder, Une Libanaise à Paris
| HADIA SINNO

Fashion Consultant and Alam Al Sabah Fashion

Presenter | SUYIN TSANG Textile Designer
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BENSIMON x L AU
This live collaboration grew out of an initial
idea to explore surface design for a classic
brand. The intention was artisanal production
and reframing the idea of embellishment and
embroidery as craft. The work was very much
admired by Bensimon who produced the shoes
for an exhibition in Paris.
This was the first live project by the graduating
designers at the beginning of their fashion
education. The program has now come full circle,
and this catalogue is a reflection of four intensive
years. Looking back, it is apparent that the shoes
produced reflect the emerging philosophies of
each designer—I can look at a shoe and name the
person who created it and see the development
unfolding.
We are not designers just making things,
but rather creatives using an internal core of
knowing. It is this that makes one unique. It is
this that makes the heart sing.
Jason Steel
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